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One of the most common objections to pre-modern exegesis is that it does not
do justice to the historical, earthly character of the biblical text. In their desire
to allegorize and spiritualize, pre-modern theologians are often thought to
neglect earthly and bodily concerns in favour of heavenly and spiritual reali-
ties. Put sharply, many are inclined to think that theologians such as St.
Gregory of Nyssa were too heavenly minded to be of any earthly good. This
article will reflect on this objection, and I will suggest that for Gregory,
heaven and earth are not realities that we can separate as if they had little or
nothing to do with each other. Instead, I will argue, it is precisely Gregory’s
spiritual interpretation and his anagogical or heavenly desire that motivates
his concern for historical, embodied existence—including the matter of sla-
very.1 So, I will link Gregory’s interest in spiritual exegesis to his opposition
to slavery. I will argue that the consequence of his theological approach to
Scripture is not disinterested otherworldliness but a genuine concern to
bring heaven to earth. For Gregory, social concern makes sense precisely in
the context of his thoroughly heavenly-minded or anagogical approach to
theology.

The mystical bent and the anagogical orientation of St. Gregory do not,
therefore, leave him indifferent to social injustice, as he encounters it in his
context particularly in the oppression of slavery and in the hardships caused
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by poverty, leprosy, and usury.2 Social concerns are an integral aspect of
Gregory’s overall thought. To be sure, Nyssen never regards temporal and
material conditions as ultimate concerns. But the distinction between tempo-
ral (penultimate) and eternal (ultimate) significance cuts two ways. It may be
true that social and economic suffering is not, in and of itself, a matter of
ultimate significance (since on Gregory’s view all suffering will be overcome
in the eschaton). But it is also true that people who own human beings as
if they were mere bodies do treat pleasure and material well-being as
their ultimate ends, and it is this selfish focus on the present that Gregory
wants to expose. This means that anagogical and eschatological concerns
remain of paramount importance to Nyssen, also when it comes to the issue
of slavery.

As I discuss St. Gregory’s rationale for his opposition to slavery, I will
address specifically the apparent discrepancy between his earthly interest in
the bodily matter of slavery and his anagogical or heavenly concern for the
soul elsewhere in his writings. For Gregory, these are not two profoundly
dissimilar issues; rather, there is an underlying cohesion when he deals with
matters of both body and soul, of heaven and earth. It seems to me that
Gregory is always, first and foremost, an anagogical theologian, whose
deepest interest lies in the heavenly well-being of the soul. But this in no way
implies that he ignores the body. After all, his invectives against the social
evil of slavery would be inexplicable if the body were of no account. Instead,
I will argue, these denunciations only make sense in the light of Nyssen’s
deeply held anagogical convictions. In particular, I will argue that his oppo-
sition to slavery is grounded squarely in theological convictions, so that it is
his anagogical approach that renders his social concern intelligible. Precisely
because for St. Gregory slavery is not just a matter of “enslaved bodies,” he
feels compelled to express his outrage. The levelling of relationships that
manumission implies is, for Nyssen, a proleptic implementation of heavenly,
eschatological equality and, as such, is part and parcel of his ascetic and
anagogical theology.

Manumission in Annisa

There is a great deal of disagreement on how to interpret St. Gregory’s
opposition to slavery. A number of authors have minimized his rejection of
slavery. Some maintain that Gregory, like his brother Basil, must have owned
slaves himself.3 Nyssen, so it is argued, never alludes to a practical solution
for the emancipation of slaves and certainly does not directly confront the
public social system on which slavery depended, in particular the paterfamil-
ias system, which included slaves in its households.4 Gregory’s alleged omis-
sion of overt or practical demands that owners emancipate their slaves is also
adduced as evidence that his position on slavery is less than forthright.5 Faced
with Gregory’s sharp denunciations of slavery, these readers sometimes
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explain them as rhetorical topoi that should not be taken at face value.6 By
contrast, others have high praise for what they see as Nyssen’s prophetic
opposition to slavery.7

Fortunately, it seems to me that we can gain considerable clarity on Gre-
gory’s position, in part by avoiding some of the more common pitfalls. For
example, while Gregory’s most lengthy passage on slavery is clearly his
denunciation in the fourth homily on Ecclesiastes, some of those who uphold
the prophetic character of Gregory’s views fail to take his other writings into
account. Such investigation would, however, lend considerable strength to
their conclusions.8 Also, while we have no evidence of Gregory lobbying for
changes in the empire’s legal structures, and while his denunciations of
slavery consistently take the form of sermonic appeals to slave owners to
recognize the theological incongruity of their ownership and/or treatment of
slaves, the social stature of the Bishop of Nyssa means that we ought not to
underestimate the significance of these appeals. Furthermore, as we will see,
the charge that Gregory does not present any overt pleas for emancipation
simply does not stand up to scrutiny.9

The question whether or not St. Gregory himself owned slaves is difficult to
answer with absolute certainty. It is clear that there were slaves in Gregory’s
family background. St. Basil, despite his obvious concern about the way slaves
were treated, likely owned slaves.10 Accordingly, in De spiritu sancto, he puts
up a defence of slavery.11 This is something Gregory never does. The family’s
move from their rich urban life in Neocaesarea to the country household of
Annisa appears to have impacted Gregory deeply. While the family appar-
ently moved away from the city in the late 340s, around 356 a much more
radical change occurred. Gregory highlights the manumission that Macrina
enacted in her monastic household, as she persuaded her mother Emmelia to
“put herself in her mind on the same level (�mótimon) with the many, and to
share a common way of life with the virgins, making sisters and equals
(�mot�mouς) of the slave girls and domestics who were with her.”12 Leading
her mother down “to her own standard of humility (tapeinojrosúnhς),” she
showed her mother “how to live in equality (�mótimon) with the whole body
of virgins, that is, by sharing with them the same one table, the same kind
of bed, and all the necessities of life on an equal basis (kat� t� �son), with
every distinction of rank removed from their life.”13 Anna Silvas explains the
changes as follows: “First there was the emancipation of slaves, then in c. 356
the abrogation of social rank with Emmelia’s adoption of the common life. By
about 365 Annisa had emerged as a fully fledged cenobitic community, with
an ordered place for ascetic men, women, and children.”14 To be sure, Gre-
gory’s positive appraisal of Macrina’s actions does not in and of itself imply
that he did not own any slaves. Still, seeing that his theological evaluation of
slavery is, unlike Basil’s, unambiguously negative, there is no reason to
assume that Gregory’s actions were inconsistent with his theological judge-
ment. There is simply no positive evidence of Gregory owning slaves, and to
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have owned them would have made it difficult for his congregation to take
his sermons on slavery seriously.15

Nyssen’s attitude toward slavery is very much in line with his appreciation
of the ascetic teachings of Eustathius (c. 300–379), with whom the Annasi
household enjoyed a lengthy and close relationship, and whose radical
asceticism was extremely influential on Gregory and his family.16 For Macrina
and Gregory, two issues were at stake in connection with slavery. First,
manumission itself was required because of the inherent evil of enslaving
other human beings. I will discuss Gregory’s theological argumentation in
this regard momentarily. Second, however, manumission did not just serve
the social and economic improvement of the freed slaves. To be sure, freeing
household slaves would likely involve a degree of upward mobility, even
if the freed slaves would choose to remain as freed members of the same
household. But Gregory also describes a downward mobility on the
part of the former slave owners. He speaks of Emmelia “humiliating”
(tapeinojrosúnhς) herself to the level of slave girls, a humiliation that, as we
have already seen, involved the equality (�mótimon) of the “same one table”
and the “same kind of bed.”17 The change in life was one in which Emmelia
voluntarily gave up the “ostentatious manner and the services of domestics”
to which she had been accustomed.18 Similarly, Gregory’s second eldest
brother, Naucratius, entered upon a solitary life of “voluntary poverty.”19 The
renunciation of slavery was part and parcel of a “philosophical and material
way of life” that was “divorced from all earthly vanities and attuned to the
imitation of the angelic life.”20 In short, life in the Annisa landholding was
characterized as much by downward mobility on the part of Emmelia and
Macrina as it was by upward mobility on the part of the slaves. This is not to
deny that manumission of slaves was connected to Macrina’s and Gregory’s
views of the human person. I simply want to observe that anthropological
considerations were closely connected to ascetic concerns—that earthly
matters of social concern were linked to the well-being of eternal, heavenly
life. This meant for Gregory that rejection of slavery was not just the result of
a concern for improvement in the lives of slaves—though it included that—
but also implied the requirement on the part of the slave owner to lead a life
of renunciation and poverty. Ironically, therefore, the decision to humble
oneself by a downward movement to the life of a slave was at the same time
an upward (anagogical) move: a proleptic implementation of the eschatologi-
cal equality of heavenly existence.

Macrina’s manumission of her slaves was not entirely unusual. Slavery
appears to have been on the decrease in the empire in the fourth century, and
Constantine had issued several edicts that gave the church a much larger say
in how to deal with slaves, even if this legislation did not always assuage the
situation of slaves in the empire.21 In his edicts of 316 and 323, the emperor
had legalized manumissio in ecclesia, allowing churches to free slaves in their
communities,22 a practice that appears to have taken place particularly during
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the celebration of Easter. Perhaps this is the process that Macrina’s monastic
community followed as well, though it is perhaps more likely that she freed
her slaves through the enactment of manumissio inter amicos, in which, as Elm
puts it, a “master simply declared a slave to be his friend, expressing this
either by letter (per epistulam) or by inviting him to dine at the same table
(per mensam).”23

The radical asceticism of Eustathius and his followers took the practice of
ecclesial manumission to a new level. Their ascetic insistence on equality
became such a concern to the ecclesial authorities that they issued a number
of sharp condemnations at the Council of Gangra (340/1), with its third
canon directly addressing the issue of slavery: “If anyone teaches a slave,
under pretext of piety, to despise his master, to withdraw from his service
and not to serve him with goodwill and all respect, let him be anathema.”24

Gregory, deeply influenced by Eustathius’s teaching, can hardly have been
impressed with the Council’s promulgation.25 To be sure, St. Gregory’s
sermons mostly addressed slaveholders rather than slaves, and so he never
directly encouraged slaves to flee or to despise their masters. Still, his
unequivocal condemnations of slavery can hardly be said to fit the spirit of
the Council of Gangra.

None of this is to suggest that Nyssen was an activist or a lobbyist with
secular authorities for the abolition of slavery or that he was entirely immune
from an aristocratic sense of superiority toward slaves. We have no indication
that Gregory went beyond denunciation of slavery in his sermons and other
writings, and on occasion he did speak in derogatory terms about slaves. For
example, one of the sermons that calls for manumission, In sanctum Pascha,
also mentions final judgement, which will not escape “the worthless slave
who pretended to have the rank of his Master,”26 and contains the illustration
of “wicked slaves who have spent all their master’s money.”27 Elsewhere,
Gregory depicts the followers of the anti-Nicene theologian Eunomius as
“unrehearsed in theological doctrine, perhaps some slaves and worthless
fellows and fugitives from menial service.”28 Thus, Gregory does seem
willing to use the occasional negative stereotype of slaves to denounce his
opponents. He may not quite measure up to today’s attitudes toward slavery.
Nonetheless, as we move to Gregory’s views on the topic, it will become
evident that they must have been exceptionally dynamic in their own context.

Slavery and the Image of God

St. Gregory brings to the fore numerous arguments against slavery. Two
clusters of arguments, however, predominate—anthropological and escha-
tological ones—and we will see that in both cases Nyssen links the slavery
question closely to his anagogical approach to biblical interpretation. Gregory
mentions his anthropological concerns particularly in his exegesis of the
Lord’s Prayer, of the Beatitudes, and of Ecclesiastes. Most extensive by far are
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the comments in his fourth homily on Ecclesiastes, though Gregory adduces
a number of the same anthropological arguments in his fifth sermon on the
Lord’s Prayer.

The core of his logic here is centred on his belief that all human beings—
slaves as well as masters—are made in the image of God. Regardless of what
biblical passage Gregory deals with, he takes this theological conviction as
his presupposition. To understand St. Gregory’s attacks on slavery, we need
to explore his understanding of the image of God in somewhat greater detail.
First, the notion of freedom from necessity—which Gregory describes as free
will (a�texoúsia)—constitutes for him the very core of what it means to be
a human being. Thus, after mentioning man’s rule over the animals in De
oratione dominica, Nyssen comments: “But man He has adorned with the gift
of free will (a�texous�ω
 ). Therefore he who is subject to you by custom and
law is yet equal to you in dignity of nature. He is neither made by you, nor
does he live through you, nor has he received from you his qualities of body
and soul.”29 Reflecting on Solomon’s dangerous boast in Ecclesiastes 2:7, “I
acquired male and female slaves,” St. Gregory comments indignantly: “What
do you mean? You condemn men to slavery, when his nature is free
(e
,
leuqéra) and possesses free will (a�texoúsioς), and you legislate in com-

petition with God, overturning his law for the human species.”30 On most
other occasions, Gregory distinguishes rather sharply between freedom
(e
,
leuqer�a) that is opposed to slavery (whether physical or spiritual) and

freedom (a�texoúsia) that consists of self-determination, that is, the human
ability to choose either virtue or vice.31 In this passage, however, Nyssen links
the two, suggesting that slavery, as an attack on human freedom (e

,
leuqer�a)

is at the same time an assault on free will (a�texoúsia). He does not explicitly
state how it is that enslavement is also an attack on free will, and one might
well object to Gregory that the external imposition of slavery cannot possibly
obliterate a slave’s free will. No doubt, Nyssen is aware of this. His point,
however, is not that the slave owner is actually able to remove a�texoúsia.
Rather, what is at stake is the master’s attempt to reduce a human being to the
level of an animal. His attack on another human being’s dignity (through the
removal of e

,
leuqer�a) does violence to that which makes him human and as

such denies that person’s a�texoúsia.
Second, Gregory links the image of God also with the human rule over

creation. This link is clear not only in passages treating of slavery, but also in
De hominis opificio, where Gregory describes man as the ruler (�rcwn) who
has dominion (�rc) or rule (�gemon�a) over creation,32 and where he
explains that God

made our nature as it were a formation fit for the exercise of royalty,
preparing it at once by the superior advantages of soul, and by the very
form of the body, to be such as to be adapted for royalty: for the soul
immediately shows its royal and exalted character, far removed as it is
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from the lowliness of private station, in that it owns no lord, and is
self-governed, swayed autocratically by its own will; for to whom else
does this belong than to a king? And further, besides these facts, the fact
that it is the image of that Nature which rules over all means nothing else
than this, that our nature was created to be royal from the first.33

Gregory unambiguously states that for human beings to be created in the
image and likeness of God means that they have royalty and as such rule as
kings over the created order (Gen. 1:26).34 What is more, since a king does not
have a master, Gregory goes back to his notion of free will by insisting that
the soul is without master (�déspoton) and is self-governed (a�texoúsion).35

While at this point Nyssen does not spell out the implications for slavery, we
will see that he does do so in his sermons on the Lord’s Prayer and on
Ecclesiastes. For St. Gregory, slavery is incompatible with human kingship
over creation and, as such, contradicts the confession of human beings as
made in the image of God.

To subject fellow human beings to slavery is, for Nyssen, a violation of the
human person as ruler made in the image of God. Immediately before he
mentions free will in De oratione dominica, Gregory comments:

You do not consider, when you are burning with anger against your
servant (o�kéthn), that it is not nature, but power that has divided
mankind into servants (doule�an) and masters (kurióthta). For the Lord
(o�konómoς) of the universe has ordained that only the irrational nature
should serve (douleúein) man, as the Prophet says: Thou hast subjected all
things under his feet, all sheep and oxen, the birds and the beasts and the fishes
[Ps. 8:7–9 (6–8)]. He even calls them slaves (do�la), as is stated in the
Prophet’s words elsewhere: Who giveth to beasts their food, and herbs for the
service (doule�a
 ) of men [Ps. 146 (147):9]. But man He has adorned with
the gift of free will (a�texous�ω
 ).36

Gregory here places animals in the position of slavery vis-à-vis human
beings, whose free will (a�texoúsia) does not brook slavery; again, to treat
human beings as slaves is to treat them as animals. Nyssen makes the same
argument in In Ecclesiasten homilae:

You have forgotten the limits of your authority, and that your rule is
confined to control over things without reason. For it says Let them rule
over winged creatures and fishes and four-footed things and creeping
things (Gen, 1,26). Why do you go beyond what is subject to you and
raise yourself up against the very species which is free, counting your
own kind on a level with four-footed things and even footless things?
You have subjected all things to man, declares the word through the proph-
ecy, and in the text it lists the things subject, cattle and oxen and sheep (Ps
8,7–8). Surely human beings have not been produced from your cattle?
Surely cows have not conceived human stock? Irrational beasts are the
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only slaves of mankind. But to you these things are of small account.
Raising fodder for the cattle, and green plants for the slaves of men, it says
(Ps 104/103,14). But by dividing the human species in two with “slavery”
and “ownership” you have caused it to be enslaved to itself, and to be the
owner of itself.37

In this passage, too, St. Gregory describes animals as being in slavery to
human beings, this time explicitly referring to Genesis 1:26. The image of God
in human beings is visible in their rule over the animals. One can justify
slavery only by first reducing rational human beings to the level of irrational
animals. Hence Nyssen’s rhetorical questions, “Surely human beings have
not been produced from your cattle? Surely cows have not conceived human
stock?” Defenders of slavery, Gregory charges, fail to take note of the radical
distinction between humans and animals.

Third, Gregory links the notion of the image of God to the unity of human-
ity. In De hominis opificio Gregory distinguishes between the first creation—
God’s foreknowledge of the fullness (plrwma) of humanity—and the
second creation—the creation of human beings, gendered as male and
female. For Gregory, the former constitutes the image of God.38 This unity of
humanity is for Gregory ultimately the eschatological unity of all human
beings in Christ, since it is Christ who constitutes the plrwma of God.39 This
means that it is also Christ who is the actual image of God and whose
humanity renders our humanity meaningful. Nyssen expresses this same
fullness by speaking of the whole lump (júrama) of humanity (cf. Rom.
11:16; 1 Cor. 5:6–7).40 This Christological and eschatological unity of human-
ity has obvious social implications. Gregory, we saw, maintains in one of his
sermons on the Lord’s Prayer that “it is not nature, but power that has
divided mankind into servants and masters”;41 and in a nearly identical
passage in his fourth sermon on Ecclesiastes, he states that “by dividing the
human species in two with ‘slavery’ and ‘ownership’ you have caused it to be
enslaved to itself, and to the owner of itself.”42 David Hart rightly points out
the significance of St. Gregory’s objection to any “division” of human beings
between slave and master:

Gregory’s rhetoric . . . presses well beyond the issue of mere manumis-
sion and adumbrates that of abolition; the logic seems as irresistible as it
does anachronistic—and therein lies its mystery. If any part of Gregory’s
sermon [on Ecclesiastes] perhaps provides a clue to the deeper currents
of his thought, and to the stridency with which he expresses himself, it is
this last phrase: “You have divided human nature. . . .”43

Gregory, Hart rightly maintains, regards slavery as a sin against God’s own
ultimate purpose, which is the unity of the entire plrwma of humanity.

Whereas the word “fullness” (plrwma) has primarily an eschatologi-
cal referent, the expression “of the same race” (�mójuloς) refers more
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unambiguously to the common “make-up” of humanity. Gregory uses it four
times in his fourth homily on Ecclesiastes, three times in explicitly objecting
to the arrogance in claiming ownership over someone who is “of the same
race,”44 and once in insisting on the absurdity of regarding someone “of the
same race” as being on the level of animals.45 Gregory expounds on this basic
“sameness” of human beings when he challenges the slave owner to prove
his superiority:

What do you have to sustain your title as owner? I see no superiority over
the subordinate accruing to you from the title other than the mere title.
What does this power contribute to you as a person?—not longevity, nor
beauty, nor good health, nor superiority in virtue. Your origin is of the
same ancestors, your life is of the same kind, sufferings of soul and body
prevail alike over you who own him and over the one who is subject to
your ownership—pains and pleasures, merriment and distress, sorrows
and delight, rages and terrors, sickness and death. Is there any difference
in these things between the slave and his owner? Do they not draw in the
same air as they breathe? Do they not see the sun in the same way? Do
they not alike sustain their being by consuming food? Is not the arrange-
ment of their guts the same? Are not the two one dust after death? Is
there not one judgment for them?—a common Kingdom, and a common
Gehenna?46

The basic “sameness” of human beings, based in their being “of the same
race” (�mójuloς) implies a radical equality with obvious social implications.
In his sermon on Jesus’ blessing of the “poor in spirit,” Nyssen warns those
who have attained high office and power against the danger of pride and
conceit. They “stay no longer within the bounds of human nature,” insists
Gregory,47 and instead “assume divine power and authority” by considering
themselves masters (kúrioi) over the life and death of others.48 St. Gregory
questions this arrogance: “How then can he be sovereign (kúrioς) over a life
which does not belong to him, when his own does not belong to him? Even
that person, therefore, if he becomes poor in spirit, looking to the one who
willingly became poor because of us, and observing the equal respect
(�mótimon) we owe to members of our own race, will not inflict injury on
those who share his origin as a result of that mistaken masquerade of gov-
ernment. . . .”49 Ownership of other human beings violates, on Gregory’s
understanding, the equality of human beings that is grounded in a basic
kinship and similarity among all who are made in the image of God.

Slavery and the Resurrection

Considering Gregory’s anthropology, it does not come as a surprise that he
regards slavery as incompatible with the resurrection. He brings to the fore
the intimate nature of the link between the doctrine of the resurrection and
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the abolition of slavery much more clearly in a sermon that he likely preached
on 21 April 379.50 Easter, Gregory makes clear in this sermon, represents the
dawn of the resurrection life, and as such implies the presence of the heav-
enly eschaton—to which the Psalmist alludes as he sings in Psalm 117 (118)
of “the day which the Lord has made” (Ps. 117 (118):24).51 This great escha-
tological day is present, according to Nyssen, in congregational worship—
and, we may add, through congregational worship in the social structures of
family life. The overlapping meanings of “the day which the Lord has
made”—referring at one and the same time to the historical day on which
Christ rose from the dead; to the annually repeated feast of Easter; and to the
final day of judgement52—are the result of a typological interpretation, in
which the chronological dimension of time is transcended. The “day” of
Christ’s resurrection coincides with the annual celebration of Easter, as well
as with the final resurrection day. It is this anagogical exegesis, in which
Gregory takes the listener from “the day which the Lord has made” in Psalm
117 (118) to the eschatological reality of heaven itself, that allows Nyssen to
make eschatological demands on his congregation. Put differently, he regards
the newness of the coming heavenly reality as fundamentally at odds with the
earthly institution of slavery.

The result is that Nyssen presents here his most daring denunciation of
slavery. He does not just denounce the institution as such—something he
does in numerous places—but he actually calls on the slave owners in his
congregation to free their slaves:

Now is the prisoner freed, the debtor forgiven, the slave liberated by the
good and kindly (jilanqr�pω
 ) proclamation of the church, not being
rudely struck on the cheek and released from beatings with a beating, nor
being exhibited to the mob on a stand as though it were a show, getting
insult and indignity as the beginning of his freedom, but released and
acknowledged with equal decency.53

Gregory bases his appeal for manumission squarely on the resurrection of the
final day, as he adds: “For through the resurrection hope come zeal for virtue
and hatred for vice, since, if we take away the resurrection, one saying will
prevail with everyone: ‘Let us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die (1 Cor.
15,32).’”54 The heavenly realities of the resurrection must take shape in the
earthly life of the church.

Marguerite Harl points out that in his sermon St. Gregory compares the
freedom that manumission gives with the freedom that results from resur-
rection, as he addresses the slave owners: “You masters have heard; mark my
saying as a sound one; do not slander me to your slaves as praising the day
with false rhetoric, take away the pain from oppressed souls as the Lord does
the deadness from bodies; transform their disgrace into honour, their oppres-
sion into joy, their fear of speaking into openness; bring out the prostrate
from their corner as if from their graves, let the beauty of the feast blossom
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like a flower upon everyone. If a royal birthday or victory celebration opens
a prison, shall not Christ’s rising relieve those in affliction?”55 Gregory’s plea
to “bring out the prostrate from their corner as if from their graves” and his
comparison between a royal birthday or victory celebration and the resurrec-
tion posit an unmistakable theological connection between manumission and
Easter. Harl rightly comments: “Freeing slaves from disgrace . . . prefigures
the resurrection from the dead.”56

Gregory appeals to the Joseph narrative of the cupbearer and the baker in
Genesis 40 to reinforce this link between redemption from slavery at Easter
and redemption from sin on the day of resurrection: “Even the one who
remains in slavery benefits,” says Gregory. “Though his offences be many
and serious and surpassing mitigation and pardon, the master is moved by
the peacefulness of the day and accepts with kindness (jilánqrwpon) the one
rejected and regarded as in disgrace, as Pharaoh did the cupbearer from
prison. For he knows that at the appointed resurrection, in likeness of which
we honour this day, he needs also the indulgence (�nexikak�aς) and gener-
osity (�gaqóthtoς) of his master; lending mercy now he awaits the repayment
in due time.” 57 The theme of judgement and forgiveness is present not only
in the Joseph narrative, but also in the release of slaves at Easter and in God’s
mercy on the last day. Again, Gregory’s typological exegesis allows him to
overcome the limitations of a purely chronological understanding of time: the
same judgement and forgiveness are present in the Joseph narrative, in
Gregory’s own congregation, and on the final day. The Joseph narrative itself
already contains the depth dimension of the resurrection of Easter and of the
last day. In each of these instances, there is a release of some kind, whether
from prison (Joseph narrative), slavery (Gregory’s social context), or the
grave (final resurrection).58

It is true, of course, that Gregory envisions the possibility of some remain-
ing in slavery. He comments, “Even the one who remains in slavery benefits.”
While Gregory’s comment is somewhat ambiguous, I suspect that he does
not have in mind an unchanged continuation of slavery. After all, he imme-
diately follows up with the example of the cupbearer from Genesis 40. In that
account, the cupbearer was forgiven and released from prison, only to return
to Pharaoh’s service. Gregory may well have in mind, therefore, the kind of
manumission that was practiced by Macrina’s household: while the slaves
were released and henceforth treated as equals, they remained in the service
of the household, though from now on in a voluntary capacity. Gregory,
therefore, comments that also those who continue in slavery benefit: like the
cupbearer, they experience their masters’ kindness and forgiveness, and like
the cupbearer, they are received back into their masters’ service. At the very
least, the new condition is unlike the old. Since they have been treated with
kindness and mercy, the master-slave relationship cannot but be affected.

For Gregory, at stake in manumission is not only the slave’s freedom but
also the slave owner’s own ability to imitate and participate in God’s charac-
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ter. On the final day of resurrection, the slave owner himself “needs also the
indulgence (�nexikak�aς) and generosity (�gaqóthtoς) of his master.” All of
us, including the slave owner, hope that God, the master of all human beings,
will one day show his indulgence and goodness. It stands to reason, there-
fore, that the human slave owner should display a similar indulgence and
goodness toward his slaves by letting them share tangibly in the freedom of
Easter. Furthermore, Gregory intimates, by so imitating the character of God,
the human master may expect repayment in due time—no doubt alluding to
the day of resurrection. The slave owner may be assured of his ultimate
redemption at the end of time if in anticipation he redeems his own slaves
today. Thus, it is the slave owner’s heavenly concern that ought to make him
interested in social justice on earth.

Several times in his sermon, Gregory appeals to the slave owner’s
jilanqrwp�a, a term akin to our words “generosity,” “benevolence,” “kind-
ness,” or “largesse.” The concept was common in late antiquity, describing a
virtue that was demanded from all, but particularly from gods and kings.59

The term came into prominence especially through Stoic philosophy, and
Emperor Julian strongly encouraged the pursuit of jilanqrwp�a in the
Roman Empire in an attempt to offset the gains of the Christians, whose
generosity was obvious to all.60 Nyssen, too, encourages jilanqrwp�a
throughout his writings; the examples from In sanctum Pascha are illustrative
of the high regard that he displays for this virtue throughout his writings.
St. Gregory consistently regards it as a divine virtue par excellence, and he
maintains its importance particularly over against Eunomius, for whom
jilanqrwp�a implies weakness—which means for him that it can be applied
only to the Son, not to the Father.61 For Eunomius, the Incarnation, as the
Son’s display of jilanqrwp�a, indicates his inferiority. Gregory, in response,
insists that we properly describe God’s nature as jilanqrwp�a, since we dare
not “exclude the Father from a share in the thanksgiving for things
restored.”62 When Gregory, therefore, appeals to slave owners’ jilanqrwp�a,
he is really asking them to reflect the love of God’s self-condescension in the
Incarnation.

Conclusion

We may conclude that Nyssen’s objections to slavery fit squarely within the
overall anagogical or heavenly drive of his theology. Slavery, for Gregory, treats
a fellow human being—created in the image of God and thus meant for
resurrection freedom—as a mere object to be counted among one’s earthly
possessions. Throughout his exegetical works, Gregory finds occasion to
reflect on the theological problems connected to slavery. Gregory’s eschatol-
ogy, especially, cannot tolerate an objectification of the human body. On the
Holy Pascha makes clear that by freeing his slaves, the owner gives them a
foretaste of the heavenly reality of the ultimate Easter redemption. It is of
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particular significance that this heavenly or anagogical orientation of Grego-
ry’s theology also motivates his exegesis. In Nyssen’s biblical interpretation,
the chronological strictures of time are overcome as a result of the arrival of the
eschaton. The day which the Lord has made is not only the resurrection day
that is to come, but it is also the day of Christ’s own resurrection as well as the
annual Easter celebration. God’s judgement and forgiveness are present not
only in the final day of resurrection but also in the Joseph narrative and in the
social context of Gregory’s congregation. Put differently, because of Christ’s
resurrection, both biblical history and the life of the believers participate
already in the final resurrection day which the Lord has made. It is, therefore,
Nyssen’s spiritual exegesis that allows him to posit the heavenly reality as
already present and thus as making moral demands on embodied social
existence. Gregory’s spiritual exegesis does not cause him to ignore concerns
of embodied, social existence. Quite the contrary, in fact: it is Gregory’s
typological exegesis that, at least in part, drives his opposition to slavery.

This is not to say that the condition of the slave is Gregory’s only (or even
his ultimate) concern. His description of the practice of manumission in
Annisa indicates that he believes it benefits not just the slave but the owner as
well: the enactment of radical equality is a deliberately anagogical step
through which the owner comes to share in the resurrection life of heaven:
“This is the day which the Lord has made.” For Gregory, then, manumission
does not just represent a concern with the body—though it does that, to be
sure—but in and through compassion for the material well-being of the body,
Gregory displays his even greater desire that the souls of slave owner and
slave alike might secure the future day of resurrection joy. Gregory is cer-
tainly interested in bringing heaven to earth; this desire for social justice is
hardly out of line with his penchant for spiritual interpretation and with the
anagogical, otherworldly bent of his theology. Rather, we could say, for
Gregory social justice becomes a sacramental practice, in which we may
discern already today something of the heavenly reality that is to come.
God’s desire to bring heaven to earth gets its impetus—and, I would argue,
its continuing power and relevance—from the absolute priority that the
heavenly future holds in Gregory’s theology.
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